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TomCo - Red Leaf to optimise commercial plant for
EcoShale project
Red Leaf Resources and Total have decided to optimise the commercial phase
for the EcoShale project in Utah.
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The decision comes as the partners look to accommodate design optimisation
and as they adjust their strategy amid low oil prices. It also follows a recent
decision to delay the construction of the previously planned pilot demonstration
plant.
"This is an acceleration of design optimization and an adjustment to the
construction schedule to allow for incorporation of the design improvements,"
said Red Leaf CEO Adolph Lechtenberger.
"We had anticipated the design optimization work to take place after completion
of the EPS, but we have an opportunity to include the second generation
commercial technology sooner rather than later.
"These enhancements will improve the economics of the Ecoshale®
technology in the lower crude price environment."
Today's news will have resonance for investors in Tomco Energy (LON:TOM),
the AIM quoted group which is advancing its own oil shale project based on
Red Leaf's proprietary eco-shale technology.
TomCo has been working on the planning and permitting phase of its projects,
and it only intends to proceed with a commercial scale project on the results of
Red Leaf's first production phase are known.
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Company Synopsis:
TomCo Energy plc is a UK based company
quoted on the AIM Market of the London
Stock Exchange. The Company is focused
on the development of its substantial 100%
owned oil shale assets located in the
prospective Green River Formation in the
US state of Utah.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that
any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable
for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will
advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability, value or suitability of any particular
security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned
in other products, including company related products, and that those opinions may be different from
those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may
trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position is held at the time of publication
and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand
and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position
in the securities written about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed
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